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JIETHOI) OF ANALYSIS FOR C03HWESSUMJ3 FLOW THROUGH NH.XED-I?LOW CENTRIFUGAL
LIN?ELLERS OF ARBITRARY DESIGN’ 1

ByJW.EPH T. HAMRICK,.\ MBROSEGIXSBUR~,and l\”.ILTERM. OSBORK

SU}IkfARY

.-1 mtthod G presented for analgsis of the compres.vible jow
Mceen the hub and the shroud of mixed-jtow impellers of
arhitraq] de~”gn. An-cd symmetry was assumed, but the jorces
[n the men”dional (hub to shroud) plane, which are dem-redjrom
tangential preswure gradients, were taken into account.

The method was applied to an expmimental rnixed-jhw im -
pe[{er. The analysis of the Jow in the meridional plane oj
the impdler showed that the rotational force~. the blade curra -
twv, and the hub-shroud profile can introduce secere ceiocity
gradients a~ong the hub and the shroud w.wjaces. Choked
jlvw at ~he impelier inlet as determined by the analysis was
rtirijied by expcrim(nfal results.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the complexity of the numericaI soIution for a
tluve-dimensional analysis of flow through a centrifugal comp-
ressor, most treatments of the prob~em have been concerned
w-ith a t~vo-<lin~e~]sio[~a.lana.Iysis of the flow between the
pressure side of one impeller blade and the suction side of
thce preceding bkde. Relaxation methods in which it was
awllnwt{ that no velocity variation e.tist+d between the hub
and the shroud ha-re been wed (reference 1) to give an
analysis of the flow betw-een blades. In the convent.iomd
mixed-fIow centrifugal irnpek-, however] the nonsymmet.ri-
(.al butj-s]lrond profiIe, the nonuniform energy addition
across the passage, and the bkk=a.ngle variation due to close
adherence to radiaI bIade elements may introduce -reIocity
gradients between the hub and the shroud comparable with
those bet~reen the blades. For m-i.=.=ed-fiowcompressors,
tht’refore. m analysis of the flow- in the meridional plane is
rcquired. (The meridional pIane. is one that passes through
and is parallel to the axtis of rotation.)

In order to investigate the isentropic compressible flow in
the meritlional pke, a How equation based on equfiibrium,
(’ontinllity: and. general energy considerations w-as derived
at the >“AC.i Lewis laboratory during 1949–50 and is
prt+wntwl herein. .krial s-yrnrnetry was assumed, but the
forces that result from tangent)iaI pressure gradients were
taken into account.. The numericaI soIut.ion in-roIves the
adaptation of stream-flament theory and the numerical
integration of a.11equations.

The applicability of the method for predicting the floM-
wit.hin the impollpr w-as investigated by analyzhg the flow

through a inked-flow- centrifugal impeller for which experim-
ental c{ata are a-ra.iIable (reference 2). Flow streamlines,
pressure distributions, and veIocity distributions reIatiw to
the impeller for a gi-rerL set of operating conditions are
presented. Theoretical shroud pressures ancl theoretical
matium w-eight. fiows over a ra~~e of speeds are compared
with those experimentally obtained.

AXALYSIS

An anaIysis is made in the meridional plane of tile mi-xed-
flow impeIIer. .kriaI s-ym.metry is assumed, but- forces in the
meridional plane that are deri-red from tangential pressure
gradients are taken into account. By the use of the methods
presented in this analysis, the isentropic compressible flow
in the meridional pIane may be obtained and shown in
terms of the flow streamlines and the velocity and pressure
distributions.
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Geometrical quantities,—.A complet.e geometric.al descrip-
tion of the blade is necessary for a numerical solution.
GcometricaI quantities are defined in appendix A and shown
in figures 1 and 2. The blade angle P is oriented in the
following manner: In figure 1(a), a line OB, which intersects
the axis of rotation at O, is drawn tangent to the point P on
a streamline in the meridional pIa.nc. If the tangent line.
OB is rotakd about the center line of impeller rotation O-O’,
a conic surface of revolution that intersects the impeller
hlacies is formed. This intersection is showm on a developed
surface of the cone in figure 1(b). At the point of tangency
to the streamline (point P), the blade mean line forms the,
angle —B with the iangent line..

Limitations and assumptions, —1’he fiuid is assumed to be
nonviscous but compressible. All compression is by the
adiabatic., isentropic, steady-flow process. The velocity is
assumed uniform from blade to blade in the direction of
rotation (axial symmetry) and t,lle alrerage angle of flowr
relative to the impeller is assumed the same as the blade
angle @. This assumption is considered valid where channel
flow prevails, but is questionable at the inIet and the outlet.
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FIGUREZ.—Quantities used hr development of force equations.

Method of anaIysis,—The meihod is based on one proposed
by Fliigel for analysis of flow in the blade-to-blade direction
and discussed by Stodola in reference 3. The forces acting
on a p~.rticIe along the streamline path me considered. The
component of the blade surface force normal to the meri-
dionfi.1 streamline, the centrifugal forces resulting from the

curvilinear path of the part.icIe, and the force due to rotation
about the axis of the in~peHer are equated to the change in
pressure across the particle in the hub-to-shroud direction.
The resulting force equation is combined with one based on
the general energy equation to give a.n equation involving
the relative velocity g and a number of variables dependent
upon the geometry of the impeller. The variables that lend
themselves to graphical treatment are Iumped into t}so para-
meters giving a first-order differential equation linear in q.
This equation is used in conjunction with the continuity
equation to obtain the veIocity distribution. Streamlines
between the hub and the shroud similar to those shown in
figure I (a) are drawn in by estimate. When the differential
equation is solved for q and a velocity is assumed at the hub,
the velocity distribution from hub to shroud may k obtained
by numerical integration. BJ- means of the continuity equa-
tion, the weight flow corresponding to the assumed hub
veIocity is obtained. SeveraI solutions may be necessary for
obtaining the desired weight flow. The streamlines may be
rearranged to match the new values of veIocity and density
and the complete. anaIysis repeated.

Force equation,—For the forces acting on the fluid
particle in then direction on the meridional plane (fig. 1 (a)),
the foHowing equation is obtained (appendix B):

(1)

From figure 1 it can be seen that

V=q Cos ,13

and
u=q sin 13

ln terms of q, equation (1) becomes

Energy addition,—1’rom genwal energy considerations,
the isentropic adiabatic energy addition is

where the prerotation term X= r{(krt+uf)

From figure 1,

QQ@+f)z

and with the assumption that, Hi is
lines,

(3)

constant for all streanl-

+ [(wl)’-q,’]+~=ho-~[(we)’-go’]+:
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For an isentropic process

r
11

IL1-ho= —
. 0 ,g ‘p

Therefore

Mien differentiated m-ithrespect to n, equation (4) becomes

I dp dq dk
– —=”+ 9 a–” x

(5)
P dn

General velocity eqnation.-Equations (2) and (5) are
combined to gi~e the following equation:

For straight Madts lying on the meridional plane with no
F%

prwotation of the fluid at the inlet, the terms ~and~~
q dn

drop out; a first-order differential equation line~r in q ~hus
remains. In order to arrive at a solution for curved-blade
impellers and for prerotation at the inlet, it may be desirable
to solve for g end to neglect these terms in the first solution.
The values of q thus found maybe used in the force and pr~
rotation terms for the second solution and may be treated in
the same manner as those terms dependent upon the geometry
of the impeUer.

Velocity equation for impeller of arbitrary blade shape
having radial blade elements with no prerotation,-l%e
blade-force component F, normal to the meridional stream-
lines is evaluated in appendk C as

The velocity equation for a radial-bladed impeller without
prerotation becomes

dq
(
COSzfl sidfldr sinzfl .———

Z= q r, )r iii- r ‘matana –

variables dependent upon the impeller geometry or upon
values obtained from a previous solution are represented by
parametersa and 6 where

COS*B sid p dr sir+ B .
a=—————

r= r dn r ‘nahna

Equation (7) becomes

(8)

When equation (8) is solved for g

1 ,0a dn(s,Ube-bdndnq=e - ) (9)

In solving for q, the term dufdm in parameter b is neglected
for the initial solution in order to obtain estimated -ialues of
du/dm for the succeeding solution.

Blade surface velocity distribution,-lf a linear pressure
gradient from blade to blade is assumed, the blade surface
velocity distribution may be apprcmimatedfor a finite number
of blades by the method given in appendix D.

Continuity equation.—The equation for continuity of
flow through the hub-to-shroud passage may be written

s,nW=2X rfpgg cos B dn (10]
o

where ~ is a factor that takes into consideration the area
take-n up by the blade cross sect-ion. The -due of the
density p is determined from the energy equation (equation
(3)) and the relations

h+

()$= E,

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

IMPELLER EXAMPLE

ii numerical example has been computed for an 18-blade
nixed-flow centrifugal impeller, the performance of which is
described in reference 2. The impeller was designed for a
constant cross-sectional flow area from inlet to outlet. The
blade curvature is such that the intersection of the blade
with any circular cylinder having the same center line as the
impeller produces a parabola on the developed cylinder sur-
face. Because of adherence to radial blade elements, the
blade angle p increasesfrom hub ta shroud.

The operating conditions for the impeIler were as follows:

Equivalent impeiler tip speed, t?l~, ft/wc.--------_.-_-___ 1331
Ratio of specific heats, T---------------------------------- 1.4
Prerotation at inIet--------------------------------------- O
lmpelIer equivalent weight flow, ~%~id, Ib/sec-. -;_________ 8.743

PROCEDURES FOB NUMERICAL SOLUTIOX

The meridional plane of the impeller together with the
estimated streamlinesand resulting normals is shown in figure
1(a). Estimated streamlines are drawn in between the hub
and the shroud; equal mass flow is assumed between the
annular stream tubes. Lines normal to the streamlines are
drawn in aIong the flow path.

Radius of curvature,-The radks of curvature of the
streamline at-any point in the meridional plane rc is obtained
from

# +(f)q’/’
F

The slope of eaoh streamline r’ at each normal n is plotted
against axial distance in order to obtain the ohange in aIopeF’.
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Numerical integration,-The velocity q is found by
numerically integrating equation (9)

(9)

The velocity qOis the estimated velocity at the hub.
When a is plotted a=winstn (fig. 3(a)) where n is the dis-

tance along the normal from hub to shroud, the integral

J

n
a G%can be evaluated by the trapezoidal rule. A plot of

“-r”’”be 0 against n can then be obtained (fig. 3 (1))) and
evaluated in a similar manner. As previously stated, the
term du/dm in parameter b is negkct.cd in the first.solution.
The e.vahmtionsof tl]e9eintegrals aIlow the determination of
the velocity q at any point n.

The weight flow at any norn~al may be obkined from
cqua.tion (10)

J

n
W=”2T r.fpgq cos B dn (1 o)

When a plot of rfpgq cos B against n is used (fig. 3(c)), the

integral
J

n rfpgq cos 6 dn can be evah~atedby the trapezoid

rule. If %he weight flow does not equal the designated
weight, flow for the paw~age,a new vahle of the velocity go
is assumed and the solution is repeated.

In order to satisfy continuity for each stream tuba, new
streamlinesare drawn based on the velocities of the preceding
solution. Velocity -q (fig. 4(a)) and density pg (fig. 4(b))
are plotted againat n. The radii at which the new stream-
lines cross the normals are obtained m follows: From

An=r’~~~–ar”

and
Aw= 2urjpgq cos 19An

d
-.. .

Au)cosa” ““” ~
ra+~= T.2+

Ufpgq Cos #

where cos a, j, p, g, and cos P are average values between
streamlines based on estimated values of r~+l. Af tcr the

new streamlines are determined, the normals arc drawn.
The graphical solution is then repeated for succeeding acts
of new streamlinesuntil continuity is satisflecl.

ACCURACY

The accuracy of a solution depends to a large extel~tupon
the accuracy with which the streamline curvature is dctcr-
mined. Measure.me.ntof otkr geometrical quantities, of
course, entars into the accuracy, but their measmwment is
more precise.

The sudden dccrcase in flow mea (as much as 25 pcmmt.
at the hub) from a point just tdwad of the blades at the in]ct
to a point just inside the Mack distorts the streamline pic-
ture. A tedious and detailed solution is necessary for a true
picture of the distortion in this region. A]so, the assumption]
that the flow angle is the same as that of the Mwim at the
inlet is questionaMe. A IengLhy analysis at the inlet. was
thcroforc considered unjustifiable.

TLIOcross-sectional mca for the ckarance is approxtirnat cly
4 percent near the inlet and affects tic maximum flow.
In the solution, the clearance area was treated as though tlto
blades extended
siderations.

to the shroud because of continuity con-
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ta I Rektim yefocffy.
(b) DensIty.

FII:UE4.—Plots used for mmputlng new strumhes.

RESULTS AND DLSCIJSSION

A solution of the flow conditiom throughout
from hub to shroud is shown in figure 5.

Streamlines,-The flow streamlhws in the

the passage

meridional

Flow befween
hub and

9ireamfine

Air
f[ow

L(a) C&i%- he of mfoi%m.—. — .— . -.

(a) abwnliues kmeompressfbk How.

FmcE!t 5.—Fbw andysfs for cenkffugdfmpdfefIsImerbikmd pkme.

plane are shown in figure 5 (a). Although the solution has
been made for equal quantities of flow between streamlin~,
Iittle information can be derived from the streandine con-
figuration, as shown, other tlum the direction of flow because
the -rariation in distance. between streamlines is due to a”
variation in blade thickn- and radius as well as in velocity.
Near the outlet where blade thickness and radius hare little
effect, however, the streamline spacing indicates considerable
Tariation in velocity across the passage.

Velocity ratio.-Linea of constanb velocity ratio Q relative
to the impeller are shown in 6gure 5 (b). Along the shroud
(fig. 6), the velocity is near sonic at the Met (Mach number,
0.973) with immediate deceleration just inside the impeller
and continued deceleration to the outlet, a condition that is
highly conducive to boundary-layer build-up and flow separa-
tion. A siudar condition eKMS along the straight part of
the hub (A to B, fig. 5 (b)). Along the cur-red part of the
hub (B to C), the ~-elocity variation is small with a slight
acceleration existirqgnear the impeller outlet.

The relative-velocity distribution as obtained in the solu-
tion represents the mean velocity from blade to blade.
According to the analpk of reference 1, the velocity aIong
the suction surface k much kger than that along the pres+

sure surface; the wlocitj- varies somewhat uniformly across
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the passage. If the blah unloads at the outlet, as it must
to stitisfy tho Kutta condition of tangency at the tip, the
ckcolerations sIong the suction surface of this Made are of
necessity much greater than that shown for the average
vclocit,y (fig. 5(b)). Such adverse velocity gradients could
wwily cause considerable separation along the flow path.
At the impeller outlet, these flow separations would result
in poor flow conditions with consequent losses at the diffuser
inlet.

Pressure ratio.—Glues of constanL pressure ratio are
shown on figure 5 (c). The pr~ure lines approximately
parallel the normal lines and indicate that static-pressure
readings on the stationary shroud of this impeller give repre-
sentative values for the static pressure across the passage
from hub to shroud. In figure 7, experimental values of
pressureratio along the shroud are compared with the thco-
ret,icalvalues obtained in the numerical solution. Pressure
ratios are shown for the thoorctical weight flow and bracket-
ing experimental weight flows. The experimental curve for
the higher weight flow representsa point very near the maxi-
mum flow or flow cut-off line and shows a large pressure loss
near the inlet. The experimental curve for the lower weight
flow represents an operating point near maximum eficioncy
and consequently approaches the tlmoretioal conditions.
No pressure drop occurs at the inlet, which is in agreement

with the thcorcticrd curve; however, the thcorctiwd prmsure
incroascs more rapidly along the shroud l.wcause of ineffi-
ciency dw. to friction and flow separation, and bccauso of a
velocity incrcasc resulting from ffow--arca reduction duo to
boundary layer and from a slightly higher theoretical tip
speed.

Maximum flow,-The maximum theoretical weight flow
across aq normal can be determined by making a sorics of
estimates of velocity at the hub and obtaining the corre-
sponding weight flows. For the numcriwd exrunple, tho
greatest restriction of flow oocurrcd just inside the inlet.
The maximum flow over a range of tip speeds was deter-
mined by the consideration of this flow restriction. ILIM-
much as the radius of curvature was infinite for the stream.
lines near the inlet in the complete muncricfd solution, it
was taken as infinite in computing maximum weight flow
at all speeds. A comparison of the theoretical and expmi-
mentd maximum flow o~er the speed range is ahown in
figure 8 (a), The slightly higher theoretical values are in
good ~cement with the experimented values over a rango
of tip speeds up to 1400 feet pm second (deviation of the
order of 3 pere-ent). At speeds above 1400 feet per smond,
the deviation increased to a maximum value of 7 percent at
a tip speed of 1600 feet per seoond.
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The high rehihive velocities within the impeller, which
caused choliing, resulted from the large blade angle # near
the impeller inlet. A large iniet Made angle was required
for shockless inlet conditions resulting from the considera-
tion of the impelIer mass flow and the rotatiomd speed.
These high rektive velocities, however, can be reduced by
an appropriate selection of blade ahape to give a more rapid
decrease in @ near the impeller inlet. A comparison of #
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for the example impeller A and a second impek B (refer-
ence 3) is shown in figure 8(b); 13for each impeller is plotted
against the distance ratio L sIong the shroud. Impeller B
has the same hub-to-bud pro61e and inkt blade angle B
as that of the impeller A; however, as indicated in figure 8 (b),
the rate of decrease in blade angle for impelIer B is
much larger near the impeller idet. The resulting higher
flow capacity of impeller B (&. S (a)) maybe attributed to
the larger rate of decrease of blade angle and consequently
lower relative velocities in the irnpd.ler pnssage near the
inlet.

SUMhlARY OF RESULTS

A method has been developed for a compressible flow
analysis between the hub and the shroud of nixed-flow
impellersof arbitrary design. Axial _e@ was assumed,
but the forces in the meridlomd plane that are derivd from
tangential pressure gradients were taken into account.
Application of the method ta a mixed-flow impeIIer for
which experimented data are available yielded the following
results:

I. A large variation in velocity existed acmes the passage
from hub to shroud.

2. Adverse velocity gradknta ooourred along both hub
and shroud surfaces.
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3. The theoretical pressure ratio increased more rapidly CONCLUSION

than the experim:ntal along the shroud from inlet to outlet. AnaI@s of flow in the meridional planc of a n~ked-flcnv
Inefficiency of the tictua.1 compression process due to flow impeller showed that the rotational forces, the ldadc curva-
separation accounts for the greater part of this deviation. ture, and the hub-shroud profile cm introduce advorsc

4. ‘1’l~e maximum flow over a range of speeds as thcoreti- volocity gradients along the hub and shroud surfaces.

cally detwmincd closely agreed with the experimental.

5. For the example calculation, values of static pressure LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSION hBORATORY

at any point along the shroud were reprcscnt,ative of those NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS “

across & flow pa~l from hub to shroud. I

APPENDIX
SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in the calculations and
the figures:

COS3@ sinz@ dr sins@ .
pmamcter equal to ~-————

r dn r ‘lnatana

perametcr equal to 2Wsin p $+sin P tan a

( )2&M+g

speed of sound for stagnation conditions, ft/sec

force pcr unit mass

factor accounting for area taken up by l.dade cross

section

acceleration due to gravity, ftlsecm

absolute total cnthalpy, Btu/lb
static cnthulpy, Btu/Ib
mccbtmical equivalent of heat
ratio of distance m at any point to m at impeller exit
distance rdong strcamlino from inIet, ft
number of blades
distanco along normal,to strcamhno in meridional plane,

ft
total pressure, lb/sq ft
static pressure.,lb)sq ft
vcloc.ity ratio, g/ci
velocity relative to impeller (fig. 1(b)), ft/sec
raciiusof particle from axis of impdkr rotation, ft
radius of curvature of streamlines in meridional plane

(positive in fig. 2(a)), ft
slope of streamline in meridional plane with respect to

asia of rotation
change in slope r~with respccL to axis of rotation
time, Sec

CLEVELAND, Oreo, April J3, 1960

A

actual impeller tip speed, ftlscc

ta.ngential velocity rclativa to impeller (positive in
direct.ionof rotation, fig. 2(c)), ftJscc

through-flow component of velocity (fig. 2(c)), ft/scc
total compressor flow rate, lb/see
flow rate, lb/see
distance in axial direction, ft
angle between tangent to strrcamhe in meridional

plane and asis of rotation, deg
blade anglo (fig. 1, negative for bdmw-d-swept blades),

deg
ratio of specific heats
ratio of total pressure at itdeL to standard sea-hwel

pressure
ratio of inlet stagnation temperature to sLandm(l sea-

Ievel temperature
prerotation term equal to ri(wi+ui)
mass density, lb-see*/ft4
total mass density, lb~cc2/ft4
blade anglo in axial-tangential direct.ion (negative for

backward-sivcpt Madcs, fig. 2(c)), dcg
angular velocity of impellcr, radims/scc

Subscrip~s: - -
a average
d pressure or driving face of blade
i inlet conditions
n indicates position along normal from hub to shroud or

normal component
r

8

z
e
0,1

APPENDIX

radial component
suction or trailing face of blade
axial component
tangential component
points at succcoding streamlines along norn~al

B

DEVELOPMENT OF FORCE EQUATION m HUB-TO-SHROUD PLANE FOR FLOW’ WHEN AXIAL SYMMETRY IS ASSUMED

Lore.nz’s equations of motion relative to the rotating where the Made force F is the force per unit mass.
impeller, in which axial symmetry is assumed (reference 3), - From figure 2(a),
are -— F==F, sin a–Fr cos a

where F. may be evaluated from Fe [appendix C) as

. (Ur+u)’ ‘
Cos a

r
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I Substituting equations (Bla) to (BIc) in equation

F.= –: ~—o ~+(ur:u)’ COS a

From figure 2(a),
,

(B 1a)
da=~

re

(Bib) Equation (B?] therefore reduces to

1 dp L’2+(+L)z~_FH
(Blc) ——.——

p dn rC r
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(B I) gives

(B2)

(B3)

APPENDIX c

PROCEDURE FOR EVALL’ATING BL.*DE FORCE F. FOR I~lPELLER OF AR131TR.%RYBL.*DE SHAPE HAVING RADIAL BLADE
ELE31ENTS

For an impelIer \\ith radiaI blade eIements, a true picture
(If the blade cul~ature lies on a circular c.-ylinder baring the
smne renter line as the impeller. The blade force F normal

to the bIade (fig. 2@j) has the component Fe, which may be

detmnined from time rate of change of angular momentum
in the direction of rotation. The component. Fe as given in
app(’miix B makes the angIe ~ with the force F.

From figure 2(c),

Substituting {In = c dt and dr/drn=sin a gi-res

From figure 1,

t?=q Cos /9

‘u=qsinp

APPENDIX D

JIETHOD OF EVALUATING BLADE SURFACE VELOCITIES

From appendix C,

du, uFg=r(mTF sin a+2w sin CY
)

~vl~ere Fs is tbe blade force per unit mass in the tangential
direction. Substituting v=q cos /3, u=q sin 8, and drn=

;,~s~ gives

q sin ~ Sk ~+zw sin a ~D~)
Fr=q COS # (~ cos a+ ~

)
\

.-

The quantitl- FeP is the Made force per unit volume, which
~vhen multiplied by the circumferential distance between the
blades Rives the Made force per unit area or the. pressure..
difference between the blades; thus,

?
F, P(2:;— =&p

Substituting equation (BI) in equation

(D2)

(B2) gi-res

i 9(27ir du
Ap=pq COS P ~ &COS a+

qsin/3sinff,2a~tia
1 .

r )
(D3;

.

Assuming a Iinear variation of pressure from Made to blade
yields

Ap
‘Ps=pa-~

pd=pa+~

Di\iding b~- the Lois] pressure P, upstream of the impeller

inlet gi~es
p, pa Ap-—= —_—
P, P, 2P,

(D4)

ancl
.Pd= Pa , AP
P, P, ‘ ?PL

(D5)

Equation (11) is

{ ‘ ‘K9-wJ-iad*
P=pt, i In- ~
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For zero prerotaticm at the inlet (k= O) and with

()L=&~
Pt, i

the expression for veIocity becomes

&(fi)%]
~2=(@2+ ~c~’
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